Three of the four eukaryotic rRNAs are cotranscribed as a large precursor RNA (pre-rRNA) in the nucleolus (2, 37, 46) . The pre-rRNA undergoes a complex series of processing and modification steps (17) to generate the mature rRNAs. Small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) are an evolutionarily conserved group of noncoding RNAs found in both eukaryotes and Archaea that are involved in the modification and processing of rRNAs (2, 9, 46) . Based on conserved sequence elements, two classes of snoRNA have been defined; the H/ACA and box C/D snoRNAs. The majority of box C/D snoRNAs direct the 2Ј-O methylation of RNA by base pairing with target sequences (2, 30, 46) . A subset of box C/D snoRNAs, including U3, U8, and U14, contain rRNA complementary regions that are proposed to act as chaperones in rRNA processing (reviewed in reference 46) . Box C/D snoRNAs are present in the cell as small nucleolar ribonucleoprotein particles (snoRNPs) and are associated with a common set of four core proteins: 15.5K, fibrillarin (methyltransferase), NOP56, and NOP58 (reviewed in reference 46) . Association with the core box C/D proteins is essential for the accumulation of the snoRNA, as well as snoRNA processing and nucleolar localization (29) . The hierarchical assembly of the eukaryotic box C/D snoRNPs in nuclear extract first involves 15 .5K binding to the highly conserved k-turn element present in the box C/D motif (48, 50) . Binding of 15.5K and the conserved stem II of the box C/D motif are required for the recruitment of NOP56, NOP58, and fibrillarin (48) . A similar assembly pathway has been observed for the Archaeal complexes, with the 15.5K homologue L7ae binding first followed by NOP5 and fibrillarin (40) . The proteins are predicted to be distributed symmetrically with one copy of L7ae, NOP5, and fibrillarin present on both the C/D and CЈ/DЈ motifs, with the two complexes linked via a protein-protein interaction between the coiled-coil domain of the NOP5 proteins (1, 42, 47) . In contrast, the proteins are predicted to be arranged asymmetrically on the eukaryotic box C/D snoRNAs, with 15.5K, NOP58, and fibrillarin contacting the C/D motif and NOP56 and fibrillarin contacting the CЈ/DЈ motif (7) .
In vertebrates most box C/D snoRNAs are encoded within the introns of protein-coding genes and are processed from the spliced intron lariat (29, 51) . Intronic snoRNP assembly occurs on the pre-mRNA and is coordinated with pre-mRNA splicing (22, 23) , with the binding of the helicase-like protein IBP160 to the spliceosomal C1 complex essential for the position-dependent assembly of the box C/D snoRNP (21) . A subset of snoRNAs, which includes U3, U8, and U13, are independently transcribed by RNA polymerase II. The primary transcripts of these genes possess an m 7 G cap structure and a short 3Ј extension. During biogenesis, the cap is hypermethylated to an m 2,2,7 G cap (m 3 G cap) and the short 3Ј is extension removed (13, 35, 51) . In vivo, biogenesis of the U3 box C/D snoRNP is mediated by a large dynamic multiprotein pre-snoRNP complex that contains proteins linked to assembly (the AAAϩ-like proteins TIP48 and TIP49), snoRNA processing (TGS1, La, LSm proteins, and exosome), and nucleocytoplasmic transport (PHAX, CRM1, CBC, Ran, and Nopp140) (4, 49) . During U3 snoRNP biogenesis the complex undergoes a restructuring event, leading to the stabilization of the association of the core box C/D proteins, prior to or during nucleolar localization (49) . The presence of TIP48 and TIP49, two putative assembly factors, in the pre-snoRNP implies that many of these events may be regulated by the hydrolysis of ATP. These two AAAϩ proteins have been shown to hydrolyze ATP and are essential for box C/D snoRNA accumulation in both human and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (28, 49) . The ability of the yeast TIP48 to bind and hydrolyze ATP is essential for the accumulation of box C/D snoRNAs (28) . However, the roles of these two putative assembly factors in the organization and function of the pre-snoRNP complex are unclear.
Proteins with the ability to bind and hydrolyze nucleotides (NTPases) are required for the assembly and function of a number of RNP complexes including spliceosomal snRNP assembly, pre-mRNA splicing, and ribosome biogenesis (5, 8, 52) . NTPases have been proposed to use the chemical energy derived from nucleotide hydrolysis to remodel the interactions within RNP complexes. However, the mechanistic details behind the involvement of NTP hydrolysis in RNP assembly are largely unknown. NOP56 and NOP58 undergo a remodeling and/or restructuring event within the U3 snoRNP, stabilizing their association with the complex, prior to nucleolar localization (49) . TIP48 and TIP49 are the only ATPases known to be associated with the pre-snoRNPs and, as such, may be the driving force behind the change in snoRNP structure. The molecular basis of this restructuring event is unclear. Furthermore, the structural organization of the pre-snoRNP and the function of the biogenesis factors are unknown. We have analyzed the key protein-protein interactions that occur within the pre-snoRNP complex to provide insights into the functions of TIP48 and TIP49 and to further elucidate the molecular basis of box C/D snoRNP assembly and restructuring.
Protein purification. All GST-and His-tagged proteins were overexpressed in Escherichia coli BL21. The thioredoxin-tagged proteins were expressed in TOP10 cells. GST-tagged fusion proteins were purified by glutathione-Sepharose chromatography. His-tagged and thioredoxin-tagged fusion proteins were purified by immobilized metal affinity chromatography. GST-tagged TIP48 and TIP49 were purified in buffer A (20 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0], 10% glycerol, 300 mM KCl, 0.1% Tween 20, 1 mM Tris-hydroxy-phosphine). All other proteins were purified in buffer B (20 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0], 10% glycerol, 200 mM NaCl, 0.1% Triton X-100, 1 mM Tris-hydroxy-phosphine).
Protein-protein interaction studies. [ 35 S]methionine-labeled proteins were all produced by coupled in vitro transcription and translation in rabbit reticulocyte lysate, as described by the manufacturer (Promega). Equal amounts of GST-bait proteins were immobilized on glutathione-Sepharose beads, and the target proteins were then added. All binding reactions were carried out for 2 h at 4°C in buffer A (GST-TIP48 and GST-TIP49) or buffer B (all other proteins). The beads were washed in the appropriate buffer, and the retained proteins separated on a 12% polyacrylamide sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) gel and visualized either by autoradiography or Coomassie staining. All interaction experiments were repeated a minimum of three times.
Antibodies, immunoprecipitation, and immunoblotting. Rabbits were immunized with either GST-NOP17 or a truncated form of BCD1, GST-BCD(1-360) that contains amino acids 1 to 360, respectively. Recombinant proteins coupled to N-hydroxysuccinimide-activated Sepharose were used to purify the antibodies. Anti-NOP56 antibodies were as previously described (49) . TAF9 and fibrillarin antibodies were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. Antibodies recognizing NUFIP were supplied by Barbara Bardoni (3). HeLa nuclear extracts were prepared according to the method of Dignam et al. (10) . HeLa nucleolar extracts were prepared as previously described (49) , with the extracts prepared by sonication in a final buffer of 20 mM HEPES-NaOH (pH 7.9), 150 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM dithiothreitol, and 10% glycerol. Immunoprecipitations and immunoblotting were carried out as previously described (49) . Immunopurification was performed with purified anti-NOP58 antibodies immobilized on protein A-Sepharose (50). HeLa nuclear extract was incubated with the immobilized antibodies, and the bound material was eluted by using an excess of the peptide epitope. The eluate was then analyzed by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and Western blotting.
siRNA transfection and cell culture. All small interfering RNA (siRNA) duplexes were designed as 21-mers with 3ЈdTdT overhangs (11) . For the BCD1 knockdown, siRNA duplexes targeting the sequences GGAGACGGATAGUA GTTTA and GGAGAAGTTTGTTGGTCAA in the cDNA were used. For NOP17, siRNA duplexes targeting the sequences CGATGGTGTTCGGTC TTGA and GTAGGTATCCGGAGTCGAT in the cDNA were used. NOP58 and fibrillarin depletion was performed as previously described (49) . The GL2 siRNA (which targets the firefly luciferase gene) was used as a control (11) . The depletion of hPRP31 was performed as described previously (44) . At 60 h after transfection either the cells were harvested and the protein and RNA content analyzed by Western and Northern blotting, respectively, or the cells were fixed and analyzed by in situ hybridization using fluorescent U3, U4, and U2 antisense probes as previously described (18, 44) . The same exposure time was used for each fluorescent probe to allow direct comparison of the subcellular distribution of the RNA after the depletion of specific factors.
In vitro assembly of a partial pre-snoRNP. For assembly of the partial presnoRNP complex, the polyhistidine-tagged thioredoxin fusion proteins of NOP56(1-458) or NOP58(1-435) were immobilized on MagZ beads (Invitrogen). GST-NUFIP and wild-type 15.5K were added sequentially in buffer B, prior to addition of in vitro-transcribed 32 P-labeled U14 or U14 MutC (49) . All incubations were carried out at 4°C for 2 h. Bound RNA was separated on an 8% polyacrylamide-7 M urea gel and analyzed by autoradiography.
RESULTS
Restructuring of the U8 box C/D snoRNP during biogenesis. A significant difference in the salt stability of the association of NOP56 and NOP58 with the U3 pre-snoRNP and mature snoRNP complexes suggested that the core box C/D complex undergoes a remodeling or restructuring event during biogenesis (49) . In order to determine whether this observation is specific to the U3 snoRNP, we compared the association of the core snoRNP proteins NOP56 and NOP58 with the U8 box C/D snoRNA in pre-snoRNP and mature snoRNP complexes at different salt concentrations.
Nuclear extract, prepared as described previously (10), contains only minimal levels of mature snoRNP complexes (49) . The nucleoli, containing the bulk of the mature snoRNPs, are removed from nuclear extracts during the final centrifugation steps of this preparation process. Therefore, by comparing extracts derived from nucleoli and nuclei, we are able to independently analyze the mature and pre-snoRNP complexes, respectively. U8 snoRNPs were immunoprecipitated from either nucleolar or nuclear extracts using anti-NOP56 or anti-NOP58 antibodies. The bound material was then washed with increasing concentrations of NaCl (Fig. 1) . RNAs remaining bound to the beads were eluted and analyzed by Northern hybridization.
Nuclear extract contains four U8 precursor RNAs (Fig. 1 , I to IV) and the mature-length transcript (Fig. 1, m) . The precursor RNAs each contain an m 7 G cap and have 3Ј extensions of between 4 and 25 nucleotides (49a). All forms of the U8 snoRNA in the nuclear extract complexes were stably associated with both NOP56 and NOP58 at 250 mM NaCl (Fig. 1,  upper panel) . However, at higher salt concentrations the U8 snoRNA and pre-snoRNAs dissociated from the bound NOP56 and NOP58 (lanes 5 and 8). Quantitation of the data revealed that, for both proteins, there was a Ͼ10-fold decrease in U8 snoRNA association upon increasing the NaCl concentration from 250 to 750 mM (Fig. 1, upper panel) . The dissociation observed was equivalent for both the mature length and pre-U8 snoRNAs present in nuclear extracts. Therefore, the association of the core proteins NOP56 and NOP58 with the U8 snoRNA in nuclear extract is salt sensitive. In contrast, less than a twofold difference was observed for the association of NOP56 and NOP58 to mature nucleolar U8 snoRNP incubated at 250 and 750 mM NaCl (Fig. 1, lower panel, lanes 2 to  8) . This demonstrates a significant difference in the stability of the U8 core snoRNP between complexes found in the nucleoplasm and the nucleolus, suggesting that the core box C/D proteins in the U8 snoRNP are also restructured during biogenesis.
A limited number of interactions between individual core box C/D proteins. Defining the protein-protein interactions that occur during snoRNP biogenesis is essential to understanding the molecular basis of the restructuring of the core box C/D complex. We therefore analyzed the interactions between the individual core box C/D snoRNP proteins. Purified GST-15.5K, GST-fibrillarin, or GST alone ( Fig. 2A) were immobilized on glutathione-Sepharose resin and then incubated with in vitro-translated 35 S-labeled 15.5K, fibrillarin, NOP56, or NOP58. The beads were washed, and the bound material was analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by autoradiography. This revealed that NOP56, but not NOP58, fibrillarin, or 15.5K, was retained by the immobilized GST-fibrillarin (Fig.  2B, lane 4) . GST-15.5K did not detectably bind any of the 35 S-labeled box C/D core proteins (Fig. 2B, lane 3) . GST, which was used as a negative control, did not retain any of the 35 S-labeled core proteins (Fig. 2B, lane 2) . This shows that fibrillarin specifically interacts with NOP56, supporting earlier evidence of an interaction between these two proteins in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (15, 32) . Importantly, 15.5K and the core box C/D proteins (either in vitro translated or purified recombinant proteins) also did not interact in the presence of a box C/D snoRNA in either GST-pull-down or gel-shift experiments (see Fig. 6 ; also data not shown), suggesting that additional factors are likely required to form a box C/D snoRNP.
The ATPases TIP48 and TIP49 interact with fibrillarin and 15.5K. TIP48 and TIP49 are two putative assembly factors associated with the box C/D pre-snoRNP complexes that could potentially bridge interactions between the core box C/D proteins. We therefore analyzed the interactions between TIP48 and TIP49 and the core box C/D proteins. GST-TIP48, GST-TIP49, or GST alone ( Fig. 2A) were immobilized on glutathione-Sepharose beads and then incubated with in vitro-translated 35 S-labeled 15.5K, fibrillarin, NOP56, and NOP58. Bound proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and autoradiography. GST-TIP48 and GST-TIP49 both retained fibrillarin (Fig. 2C , lanes 3 and 4) but failed to interact with 15.5K, NOP56, and NOP58. Since nucleotide binding often induces conformational changes in AAAϩ proteins, thereby altering their substrate specificity (12) , reactions were also performed in the presence of 1 mM concentrations of either ATP or ADP. We observed nucleotide-dependent binding of 15.5K with both TIP48 and TIP48 (data not shown) but not with NOP56 and NOP58. The association of fibrillarin with the two ATPases was not significantly altered by the addition of nucleotide. The reticulocyte lysate used to generate the 35 S-labeled proteins contains nucleotides that may influence the interaction between the proteins. We therefore examined the interaction between GST-15.5K and recombinant, purified TIP48 and TIP49.
GST-15.5K or GST alone ( Fig. 2D ) were immobilized on glutathione-Sepharose beads and then incubated with recombinant purified TIP48 or TIP49 either alone or in the presence of 1 mM ATP or ADP. The bound proteins were eluted, separated by SDS-PAGE, and then revealed by Coomassie blue staining. In the absence of nucleotide the binding of TIP48 and TIP49 to GST-15.5K was barely detectable and not significantly higher that that seen for GST alone. In contrast, the addition of ATP resulted in a clear interaction between 15.5K and both TIP48 and TIP49. Interestingly, these interac- Furthermore, significantly more TIP48 than TIP49 was bound by GST-15.5K. These data indicate that TIP48 and TIP49 make dynamic, nucleotide-dependent interactions with 15.5K during box C/D snoRNP biogenesis. Four novel biogenesis factors are associated with native box C/D pre-snoRNPs. Previously published data linked TIP48 and TIP49 recruitment to the snoRNP with that of NOP56 and NOP58 (45, 48) . Furthermore, while previous work has suggested that protein-protein interactions are essential for box C/D snoRNP assembly (45) , our interaction data suggest limited interactions between the box C/D core proteins and TIP48 and/or TIP49. One possible explanation for these data is that the interactions between TIP48/TIP49 and NOP56/NOP58 are indirect and mediated by other, as-yet-unidentified, presnoRNP proteins. Therefore, we next screened the available databases to identify factors that could bridge the interactions between the core box C/D proteins and/or TIP48 and TIP49. Three candidate proteins in S. cerevisiae were identified: NOP17, TAF9, and BCD1. Yeast NOP17 interacts with TIP48, TIP49, and NOP58 and is important for ribosome biogenesis (16, 54, 55) . TAF9 has a histone H3-like fold and interacts with NOP56 in a yeast two-hybrid screen (25) , and BCD1 is a zinc-finger protein required for yeast box C/D snoRNA accumulation (20, 41) . In addition, NUFIP, a zinc finger containing transcription factor shown to associate with the fragile X mental retardation protein (FMR1) (3, 6) , was recently shown to be involved in box C/D snoRNP biogenesis through an interaction with 15.5K (S. Boulon and E. Bertrand, unpublished data).
We next analyzed whether these putative snoRNP biogenesis factors were present in native pre-snoRNP complexes. As discussed above, nuclear extracts prepared by the method of (49) . HeLa nuclear extract was analyzed by immunoprecipitation with antibodies raised against either NUFIP (3) or the human homologues of BCD1, NOP17, and TAF9. Coprecipitated RNAs were purified, separated by PAGE, and analyzed by Northern blot hybridization using probes specific for U3 and U8 snoRNAs. A precursor (U3-p), containing an m 7 G cap and short 3Ј extension, and a mature form (U3-m) of the U3 snoRNA are present in HeLa nuclear extracts (49) . In addition, four precursor forms (I to IV) and a mature form (m) of the U8 snoRNA are also found in nuclear extracts (note that levels of precursor and mature length snoRNAs vary from extract to extract [49a] ). Anti-NOP56, NOP17, TAF9, and NUFIP antibodies all efficiently coprecipitated both U3-p and U3-m and all four U8 snoRNA precursors present in the nuclear extract (Fig. 3A) . Our analysis of the association of NUFIP with native pre-snoRNPs confirms immunoprecipitation data using transfected cells expressing tagged NUFIP (Boulon and Bertrand, unpublished). Anti-BCD1 antibodies efficiently coprecipitated both forms of the U3 snoRNA and all four U8 pre-snoRNAs at levels significantly higher than with the control serum (NIS), although to a lesser extent than seen with the other antibodies. We therefore conclude that BCD1, NOP17, TAF9, and NUFIP are all associated with both U3 and U8 pre-snoRNPs. Both U3 and U8 pre-snoRNAs are present in large, multiprotein complexes, and the association of the four novel proteins with all forms of U8 and U3 pre-snoRNPs indicates that these proteins, like NOP56 and NOP58, are associated through much, if not all, of the biogenesis pathway.
In order to confirm that the novel biogenesis factors are present in complexes with NOP56 and NOP58, nuclear extract was incubated with immobilized anti-NOP58 antibodies. Bound NOP58 complexes were eluted using the epitope peptide and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting. As a control, the experiment was also performed with a control purified immunoglobulin G (IgG). The NOP58 antibodies copurified NOP56, TIP48, TIP49, BCD1, NOP17, NUFIP, and TAF9 (Fig. 3B) . In contrast, the survival of motor neuron protein (SMN) was not present in the anti-NOP58 column eluate. No detectable protein was eluted from the control IgG. This therefore shows that NOP58 is associated with the biogenesis factors BCD1, NOP17, NUFIP, TAF9, TIP48, and TIP49.
We next analyzed whether these proteins were also associated with mature snoRNPs. HeLa nucleolar extracts were immunoprecipitated with NOP56, BCD1, NOP17, TAF9, and NUFIP antibodies and the coprecipitating RNAs analyzed as described above. The nucleolar U3 and U8 snoRNAs were isolated by anti-NOP56 antibodies. In contrast, antibodies that recognized BCD1, NOP17, TAF9, and NUFIP only isolated background levels of mature U3 and U8 snoRNA equivalent to that seen with the control serum, suggesting that they are not associated with the mature nucleolar complexes (NIS; Fig. 3C ). The association of the four novel proteins with the presnoRNP complexes, but not the mature snoRNPs, suggests that they are involved in box C/D snoRNP biogenesis.
BCD1 and NOP17 are essential for maintaining box C/D snoRNA levels. We next used RNA interference (RNAi) to determine the importance of the novel factors in box C/D snoRNP biogenesis. HeLa cells were transiently transfected with siRNA duplexes targeting BCD1, NOP17, and NOP58. After 60 h of incubation, the cells were harvested, and the RNA and protein content was analyzed. Western blot analysis confirmed that the transfected siRNA duplexes significantly reduced the levels of the target protein (Fig. 4A) (49) . In contrast, fibrillarin levels were not affected, confirming the specificity of the siRNA-mediated depletion (Fig. 4A) . Northern blot analysis revealed that RNAi-mediated depletion of BCD1 and NOP58 resulted in a significant reduction in U3, U8, and U14 levels relative to cells transfected with the control GL2 duplex (Fig. 4B) . Depletion of NOP17 resulted in an overall reduction in box C/D snoRNA levels, with a greater effect on U3 than on U8 and U14 snoRNAs, but the overall effect was not as profound as that seen with NOP58 and BCD1 (Fig. 4B) . Importantly, the levels of the unrelated 7SL RNA were not affected by the knockdown of any of the proteins tested, indicating that the effects observed are specific to the box C/D snoRNAs (Fig. 4B) . We conclude that BCD1 and NOP17 are important for the biogenesis of box C/D snoRNPs. We have also used RNAi to knock down TAF9. However, due to its role in RNA polymerase II transcription, we were not able to assess the importance of TAF9 in box C/D snoRNP biogenesis (data not shown). Furthermore, RNAi-mediated depletion of NUFIP resulted in a specific reduction of U3 snoRNA levels (Boulon and Bertrand, unpublished). We next analyzed the role of BCD1 and NOP17 in U3 snoRNP localization in vivo. HeLa cells were transfected with siRNAs and, after 60 h, the cells were fixed and analyzed by fluorescence in situ hybridization with probes specific for the U3 snoRNA and the spliceosomal U2 snRNA. As a comparison, cells were also transfected with siRNAs targeting NOP58, (Fig. 4C) . Depletion of either NOP58 or BCD1 resulted in a strong reduction of nucleolar U3 snoRNA levels, while the loss of fibrillarin and NOP17 had a less severe effect (Fig. 4C, upper  panel) . This is consistent with the Northern blot analysis of total U3 snoRNA levels in transfected cells (Fig. 4B) (49) . The loss of fibrillarin resulted in an increase in nucleoplasmic U3 signals while not noticeably changing the levels of the snoRNA in the Cajal body. In contrast, depletion of NOP58, BCD1, and NOP17 resulted in the significant reduction of U3 signals in the Cajal body and no noticeable snoRNA accumulation in the nucleoplasm (Fig. 4C) . With the depletion of NOP58, fibrillarin, BCD1, and NOP17, the main U3 snoRNA signal observed was in the nucleolus (Fig. 4C ). This signal represents either snoRNAs that have yet to be turned over, i.e., that were present in the cell prior to transfection, or a low level of snoRNAs that have been synthesized in the presence of reduced levels of the target protein. RNAi-mediated loss of NOP58, fibrillarin, BCD1, and NOP17 did not change the nucleocytoplasmic distribution of the U2 snRNA, indicating that the effects seen are specific to the U3 snoRNA (Fig. 4C ).
We next analyzed the effect of depleting the essential premRNA splicing factor hPRP31 on U3 snoRNA levels and localization. In particular, we wanted to determine whether or not the results we had observed were an indirect effect seen upon the loss of an essential protein. hPRP31 is homologous to both NOP56 and NOP58 and important for tri-snRNP formation. The tri-snRNP is distributed between the speckles and Cajal bodies in normal cells, and loss of hPRP31 causes the loss of the speckle localization and enrichment of tri-snRNP factors in the Cajal bodies (44) . Cells were transfected with siRNAs targeting either the control GL2 siRNAs or siRNAs targeting hPRP31. At 60 h after transfection the cells were fixed and analyzed by fluorescence in situ hybridization with probes specific for the U3 snoRNA and the spliceosomal U4 snRNA. In the control cells the U4 snRNA was evenly distributed between the Cajal bodies and the speckles (Fig. 4D) . Upon loss of hPRP31, the U4 was predominantly localized to the Cajal body consistent with previously published work (44) . In contrast, the loss of hPRP31 did not affect the distribution of the U3 snoRNA in the cell. The U3 snoRNA was present predominantly in the nucleolus and at low levels in the Cajal bodies in both the control and hPRP31-depleted cells (Fig.  4D) . This, therefore, indicates that the changes in U3 snoRNA levels and localization seen upon the RNAi-mediated depletion of NOP58, fibrillarin, NOP17, and BCD1 are specific to the functions of these proteins.
TAF9 and NUFIP interact with BCD1. We next investigated potential protein-protein interactions between BCD1, NUFIP, NOP17, and TAF9. GST-tagged NUFIP and TAF9 (6, 31) were incubated with in vitro-translated 35 S-labeled BCD1, NOP17, NUFIP, and TAF9 as described above. Full-length BCD1 expressed in E. coli as either a histidine-tagged or GSTtagged fusion protein was not soluble. As an alternative we used a GST-tagged fragment of BCD1 [BCD1 (1-360) ; amino acids 1 to 360] in this assay (Fig. 5A, lane 6) . GST-NUFIP bound BCD1 and NUFIP but not NOP17 and TAF9 (Fig. 5B,   lane 4) , while GST-TAF9 retained BCD1 and very low levels of NUFIP but did not bind NOP17 and TAF9 (lane 5). The weak interaction between NUFIP and TAF9, which was not much above background levels (Fig. 5B, compare lanes 2 and 5) , could only be seen when using GST-TAF9. We therefore require further information before we can conclude that TAF9 interacts with NUFIP. GST-BCD1(1-360) interacted with both full-length 35 S-labeled BCD1 and NUFIP, but not with TAF9 and NOP17 (Fig. 5B, lane 3) . The interaction between TAF9 and BCD1 was only seen when the full-length 35 S translate was used. However, since the GST-BCD(1-360) protein is not full length and is lacking 111 amino acids of the C terminus, it is not unreasonable to suggest that TAF9 interacts with the missing region of the protein. Taken together, these data suggest that NUFIP interacts with BCD1 and that both NUFIP and BCD1 are capable of multimerization.
The novel pre-snoRNP factors interact with TIP48 and TIP49. We next investigated whether the novel snoRNP biogenesis factors interacted with TIP48 and/or TIP49. GST-NUFIP, GST-TIP48, and GST-TIP49 were immobilized on glutathione-Sepharose and incubated with either in vitro-translated 35 S-labeled TIP48, TIP49, or TAF9, and the bound proteins were analyzed as described above. TIP48 was efficiently retained by GST-TIP49 (Fig. 5C) , and TIP49 was efficiently bound by GST-TIP48 (data not shown). In contrast, TIP48 and TIP49 interacted about 10-fold less efficiently with GST-TIP48 and GST-TIP49, respectively. GST-TIP48 and GST-TIP49 retained TAF9 (Fig. 5C ). Both TIP48 and TIP49 were bound, albeit weakly, by GST-NUFIP at levels significantly higher than with the control GST protein (Fig. 5D) .
Purified, recombinant proteins were next used to investigate the interactions between TIP48, TIP49, BCD1, and NOP17. GST-BCD1(1-360), GST-NOP17, or GST (Fig. 5A) were immobilized on glutathione resin and then incubated with TIP48 or TIP49 alone or in the presence of ATP or ADP. The bound proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and visualized by Coomassie staining. GST-BCD1(1-360) efficiently bound TIP48 in the presence of ADP (Fig. 5E, lane 4) . A weaker interaction was observed in the presence of ATP and the interaction was barely detectable in the absence of nucleotide (lanes 2 and 3) . A weak interaction was observed between GST-BCD1(1-360) in the presence of ATP but not with ADP or without nucleotide (Fig. 5, lanes 6 to 8) . GST-NOP17 did not bind TIP48 under any of the conditions tested (Fig. 5F, lanes 2 to 4) . In contrast, GST-NOP17 interacted efficiently with TIP49 either alone or in the presence of nucleotide (Fig. 5F, lanes 6 to 8) . These data therefore show that NOP17 specifically interacts with TIP49 and that the interaction between BCD1 and both TIP48 and TIP49 can be regulated by the bound nucleotide.
Interactions between the novel pre-snoRNP factors and the core box C/D proteins. We next tested whether the four novel snoRNP biogenesis factors could interact with the core box C/D proteins. GST-BCD1(1-360), NOP17, NUFIP, and TAF9 were incubated with 35 S-labeled in vitro-translated core box C/D proteins and the bound proteins analyzed as described above. GST-NOP17, GST-BCD1(1-360), and GST-TAF9 efficiently bound fibrillarin (Fig. 5G) but not 15.5K, NOP56, or NOP58. Strikingly, GST-NUFIP efficiently bound all four core box C/D proteins (Fig. 5G, lane 4) . GST-15.5K bound fulllength BCD1 (data not shown), indicating that the zinc finger and N terminus present in GST-BCD1(1-360) are insufficient for this interaction. Taken together, our data indicate that a number of contacts are made between the novel pre-snoRNP factors and the core box C/D proteins. In particular, NUFIP appears to interact with all four core box C/D proteins and could, therefore, play a significant role as a bridging factor in snoRNP assembly.
NUFIP mediates the assembly of partially reconstituted pre-snoRNP complexes. Analysis of the protein-protein interactions in the pre-snoRNP revealed that several proteins potentially interact with multiple factors in the pre-snoRNP. In particular, NUFIP is capable of interacting with many factors, including all of the core box C/D proteins, and could function as a bridging factor or scaffold protein in box C/D snoRNP assembly. We therefore investigated whether NUFIP could bridge the interaction between 15.5K and either NOP56 or NOP58 in a reconstituted pre-snoRNP in the presence of a box C/D snoRNA. For these experiments we used deletion mutants of NOP56 [NOP56(1-458)] and NOP58 [NOP58(1-435)], which lack the C-terminal charged region. This region of each protein is not essential for snoRNP formation in yeast (15, 32) , and the truncated human proteins are significantly more soluble than the full-length polypeptides (data not shown). Polyhistidine-thioredoxin-tagged NOP56(1-458) or NOP58(1-435) (Fig. 6A) , GST-NUFIP, and 15.5K were sequentially added to MagZ beads (magnetic beads that bind polyhistidine-tagged proteins). The complexes assembled on the beads were then incubated with 32 P-labeled U14 or U14 MutC snoRNAs. The U14 MutC snoRNA contains a mutation in the conserved GA nucleotides of box C that abolishes 15.5K protein binding (50) . Bound RNAs were isolated and analyzed by denaturing PAGE and revealed by autoradiography.
Significant levels of 32 P-labeled U14 snoRNA were bound when 15.5K, NUFIP, and either NOP56(1-458) or NOP58(1-435) were assembled onto MagZ beads (Fig. 6B and C, lanes  9 ). Only background levels of the U14 snoRNA were bound by the MagZ beads alone (lane 2). The absence of one or more of the proteins severely reduced or abolished the association with the U14 snoRNA. A weak signal was consistently observed when 15.5K and NUFIP were used in the absence of NOP56 or NOP58. NUFIP possesses a zinc-finger motif, and the recombinant protein has a weak affinity of the MagZ beads, 
DISCUSSION
Characterization of four novel box C/D snoRNP biogenesis factors. Here, we report four novel biogenesis factors-BCD1, NOP17, NUFIP. and TAF9-associated with U3 and U8 presnoRNP complexes present in nuclear extracts. These proteins were not associated with mature nucleolar U3 and U8 snoRNPs, indicating that they dissociate before nucleolar localization and are, therefore, involved in snoRNP biogenesis rather than function. Using RNAi, we show that BCD1 and NOP17 are essential for the accumulation of independently transcribed (U3 and U8) and intronic (U14) snoRNAs, indicating that they are general box C/D snoRNP biogenesis factors. The RNAi analysis of NUFIP will be reported elsewhere (Boulon and Bertrand, unpublished) . The RNAi-mediated depletion of NOP58, NOP17, and BCD1 resulted in a reduction in U3 snoRNA levels in Cajal bodies. This could be the result of either a loss of Cajal body localization or, more likely, a reduction in snoRNA levels in the nucleoplasm. These proteins are, therefore, critical for either the formation or the stability of the pre-snoRNP complex. In contrast, the U3 snoRNA is still present in Cajal bodies in fibrillarin-depleted cells. In addition, these cells contain higher levels of nucleoplasmic U3 snoRNA, suggesting that the loss of fibrillarin results in a defect in biogenesis and/or localization. This may lead to reduced levels of production of the mature complex but not destabilization of the pre-snoRNA. NUFIP has been demonstrated to be present in the nucleoplasm of mouse cells. Unfortunately, the antibodies used in this present study did not function in immunofluorescence studies, and we could not determine their subcellular localization.
BCD1, NOP17, NUFIP, and TAF9 all interact with the core box C/D proteins as well as either TIP48 and/or TIP49, suggesting that they may play a role in bridging interactions within the pre-snoRNP. All four factors are associated with the U3 pre-snoRNA and the longest form of the U8 pre-snoRNA, which probably is the primary transcript (49a). This observation is consistent with a role for these proteins in the early stages of pre-snoRNP assembly, possibly in the initial recruitment of the box C/D core proteins NOP56, NOP58, and/or fibrillarin. Consistent with this, BCD1, NOP17, NUFIP, TAF9, TIP48, and TIP49 are all present in affinity-purified NOP58 complexes. NOP17, NUFIP, TAF9, TIP48, and TIP49 have been proposed to be involved in either RNA polymerase II transcription and/or chromatin remodeling (6, 14, 26, 27, 54, 55) . Although it is possible that each of these proteins has independent roles in transcription and/or chromatin remodeling and snoRNP biogenesis, it is interesting to speculate that these factors may provide a link between snoRNA transcription and snoRNP assembly. NOP17 was previously shown to be involved in rRNA processing and not to be important for snoRNA accumulation in S. cerevisiae (16) . Although we cannot comment on the role of human NOP17 in ribosome biogenesis, our data indicate that NOP17 is required for box C/D snoRNA accumulation in HeLa cells and is, therefore, involved in snoRNP biogenesis.
A dynamic pre-snoRNP interaction network. We have used a combination of purified GST-tagged proteins and in vitrotranslated proteins to analyze the protein-protein interactions in the box C/D pre-snoRNP. This revealed an intricate network of 21 potential protein-protein interactions within the mammalian pre-snoRNP complex (summarized in Fig. 7) . The factors analyzed include the core box C/D proteins and six snoRNP assembly proteins (TIP48, TIP49, NOP17, BCD1, NUFIP, and TAF9). In most cases the interactions described are reciprocal; for example, GST-tagged NUFIP binds in vitrotranslated 15.5K (Fig. 5G) , and GST-15.5K binds in vitrotranslated NUFIP (data not shown). Several of the interactions were also observed between proteins overexpressed and purified from E. coli (Fig. 2, 5 , and 6 and data not shown), suggesting that the interactions observed using the proteins expressed in reticulocyte lysate are direct. However, these experiments were limited by the fact that we could not generate soluble full-length GST-fusion proteins of BCD1, NOP56, and NOP58. The use of in vitro-translated proteins in combination with the GST fusion proteins revealed an extensive series of interactions between the new box C/D snoRNP biogenesis factors (BCD1, NOP17, NUFIP, and TAF9) and the core box C/D proteins (Fig. 7) . Furthermore, the novel presnoRNP factors also interacted with TIP48 and/or TIP49. Interestingly, TIP48 and TIP49, whose recruitment to the presnoRNP was shown previously to be linked to NOP56 and NOP58, were both shown to interact with fibrillarin and 15.5K but not NOP56 and NOP58. The biogenesis factors BCD1, NUFIP, TIP48, and TIP49 appear central to the protein-protein interaction scheme. This is especially true for NUFIP, which interacts with all four of the core box C/D snoRNP proteins (Fig. 7) . In addition, all four of these pre-snoRNP proteins are capable of multimerization. Most notable among these are TIP48 and TIP49, which are proposed to interact to form a double hexameric complex (24; K. S. McKeegan and N. J. Watkins, unpublished data). As such, we believe that these proteins may form an extensive and potentially repeating scaffold around which the pre-snoRNP is assembled (see below). The only interaction we observed between the individual core box C/D proteins was between NOP56 and fibrillarin. The lack of detectable interactions between the other core box C/D proteins is surprising given the suggested role for protein-protein interactions in snoRNP assembly. Furthermore, NOP58 and fibrillarin have been shown to cross-link to adjacent nucleotides on the opposite sides of stem II of the box C/D motif, suggesting a close proximity in the mature complex (7). Work with both yeast and mammalian cell extracts has shown that NOP56 and fibrillarin recruitment to the snoRNA are linked (32, 48) .
The AAAϩ-like proteins TIP48 and TIP48 are expected to be involved in the ATP-dependent remodeling and rearrangement of large protein-protein complexes. A variety of nucleotides have been shown to induce conformational changes to AAAϩ complexes that represent different stages of their ATPhydrolysis cycle. Using different nucleotide analogues we analyzed the dynamics of the protein interactions of both GST-TIP48 and GST-TIP49 (Fig. 7, gray lines) . 15.5K preferentially interacted with both TIP48 and TIP49 in the presence of ATP. In contrast, BCD1 interacted preferentially with TIP48 and TIP49 in the presence of ADP and ATP, respectively. This indicates ATP binding and hydrolysis intricately regulates the dynamic protein-protein interactions within the pre-snoRNP. These results support the previous observation that ATP hydrolysis by both TIP48 and TIP49 is important for snoRNP biogenesis in yeast (28) . Since many AAAϩ proteins function through adaptor proteins (12) , it is likely that TIP48 and TIP49 interact directly with 15.5K and fibrillarin but require other pre-snoRNP proteins such as NUFIP if they act upon NOP56 and NOP58. Since both U3 and U8 box C/D snoRNP biogenesis involves the dynamic recruitment and release of multiple factors, it is likely that TIP48 and/or TIP49, as the only ATPases identified in the pre-snoRNP, coordinate this process through the binding, hydrolysis, and release of nucleotides (49) . TIP48 and TIP49 have also been implicated to function linking pre-mRNA splicing to snoRNP assembly. NOP17 and BCD1 are essential for intronic U14 snoRNA accumulation. This suggests that the interaction network is applicable to the biogenesis of box C/D snoRNAs encoded in pre-mRNA in- trons. However, the direct involvement of many of these factors in intronic snoRNP biogenesis has yet to be established. Remodeling the core box C/D snoRNP complex. One possible explanation for the lack of detectable interactions between the core box C/D factors is that the isolated proteins are not in a conformation that is representative of that found in the mature snoRNP. These proteins may be structurally remodeled during snoRNP biogenesis to allow stable integration into the box C/D snoRNP complex. This hypothesis is supported by the large number of interactions between the core box C/D proteins and the assembly or biogenesis factors. Furthermore, we demonstrate that NUFIP can simultaneously interact with both 15.5K and either NOP56 or NOP58, enabling us to build a partial box C/D snoRNP. It is therefore likely that the biogenesis factors interact to form a scaffold around which the snoRNP is assembled. Due to its interaction with all four core proteins, we propose that NUFIP plays a central role in this scaffold. However, given the essential role for BCD1 and NOP17 in this process, it is likely that they also contribute significantly to the recruitment of the core box C/D proteins. We propose that during biogenesis a restructuring or remodeling event occurs in the pre-snoRNP that results in the stable docking of the core proteins into the box C/D snoRNP. This would probably coincide with the release of the remaining biogenesis factors and the localization of the completed complex to the nucleolus. Evidence for a remodeling and/or restructuring step to U3 box C/D snoRNP biogenesis has been presented (49) . Furthermore, the finding that this change in the stability of protein association also occurs during U8 snoRNP biogenesis suggests that this event may occur in the formation of all members of this class of complex. We propose that this difference in stability of protein association reflects two stages of snoRNP assembly. The less stable complex probably corresponds to the core proteins being held in the presnoRNP complex through their interactions with biogenesis factors such as NUFIP. During the latter stages of biogenesis, remodeling of NOP56 and NOP58 creates a stable snoRNP. It was previously suggested that TIP49, as the only ATPase associated with the latter stages of U3 snoRNP biogenesis, drives this structural change (49) . Our current data support this idea and indicate that TIP49 is capable of mediating dynamic interactions within the pre-snoRNP complex via interactions with both the core proteins (15.5K and fibrillarin) and biogenesis factors (Fig. 7) .
Although our data provide strong evidence for restructuring of the core box C/D snoRNP complex during biogenesis, the molecular nature of this change is unclear. Interestingly, the Archaea box C/D complexes assemble in the absence of assembly factors. This, therefore, suggests that the structure of one or more of the core box C/D proteins is altered during snoRNP biogenesis. AAAϩ proteins, such as those present in clamploading complexes or involved in protein degradation, are molecular machines that function in the structural rearrangement of proteins and protein-nucleic acid complexes during their assembly or disassembly (12, 19, 43) . As such, TIP48 and/or TIP49 are capable, in theory, of structurally altering the core complex. This restructuring probably creates a high-affinity binding site in one or more of the core proteins that stabilize the snoRNP complex. Interestingly, a restructuring or remodeling event has been proposed to occur during ATP-dependent assembly of Sm proteins onto the spliceosomal snRNPs (36, 53) , suggesting that this may be a common feature of RNP assembly.
